Collins Aerospace Airline Integration

C O L L I N S A E R O S PAC E A I R L I N E I N T E G R AT I O N

K E Y F E AT U R E S

H A R NE S S I NG THE POWE R
O F I ATA TRAV EL PA SS

• Airlines can streamline the check-in
process with a secure, automated
and authenticated mobile application

Supporting a new
digital health platform
for airline passengers
To help re-open international borders
and restart the aviation industry,
Collins Aerospace is teaming with IATA
to provide support for its new digital
health platform: Travel Pass. The app
enables accurate information to be
provided to an airline’s passengers on
test requirements as well as to verify that
a passenger meets the requirements for
travel to their selected location.
The IATA Travel Pass is a global and
standardized solution used to validate and
authenticate country regulations regarding
COVID-19 passenger travel requirements.
The mobile application helps travelers
plan, store and manage their verified
certifications for COVID-19 tests and
vaccination status in a more secure and
efficient way than current paper processes.

collinsaerospace.com/IATA-Travel-Pass

• Passengers can feel confident,
understand obligations and avoid
delays due to requirements not
being met
• Governments can confirm
passenger health status meets
requirements prior to travel

And because individual privacy is a
concern across the globe, the IATA Travel
Pass application uses decentralized
technology, providing passengers with the
sole right to share their data or delete it at
any time. In addition to the digital health
component, future plans call for the app to
allow for contactless travel.
Giving airlines the ability to provide
accurate information to their passengers
on test requirements and to verify that
passengers meet the requirements for
travel is key to getting travelers back in
the air.

IATA Travel Pass airline integration
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W H AT D O E S I ATA T R AV E L PA S S D O ?

MAKING THE CONNECTIONS

Travel Pass enables passengers to:

Using the connections we’ve already established with many of the
world’s airline systems, Collins Aerospace is making integration
with Travel Pass simple and streamlined. Our decades of
experience enables us to rapidly get airlines up and running.
Via an airline’s host systems connections, it’s quick and easy for us
to send passenger data to the Travel Pass application. We connect
your system with Travel Pass using our TransAction Service to
enable itineraries to be shared by passengers and checked against
destination requirements and health records and determine a
positive travel status. That status can then be updated for each
passenger in the airline’s system, eliminating the need for agents
to manually verify a traveler’s health credentials at check-in.
Passenger processing is streamlined, self-service options are
re-enabled, and operational efficiency increased as smart business
rules can be implemented, such as automated bag drops that will
not accept the bags of passengers that are not cleared to fly.

• Find accurate information on air travel and testing for
their journey
• Find testing centers and labs at their departure location which
meet the standards for testing and vaccination requirements of
their destination
• Receive test and vaccination certificates, and verify the
certificates are sufficient for their itinerary before sharing
them, or the OK to Travel status, with airlines and authorities
Travel Pass enables authorized labs and test centers to securely
share test certificates with passengers. Access to traveler
booking data, such as country of origin and destination, is key to
determining if requirements are met.

And because this is a managed service, the ongoing support and
maintenance of those integrations are our responsibility – making
the connection process seamless and reliable.
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